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You can now optimise your Basalte Home installation with the power 
distribution strips from Gude. 

A power distribution unit (PDU) is an extra device fitted with multiple outputs 
to distribute electric power. It is one of the most effective devices to protect 
your high-quality AV installations and solve problems in seconds. It’s a piece 
of gear that does its magic behind the scenes, so not top-of-mind at all but 
it creates a highly valuable added value for your installations!  

GUDE integrated into Basalte Home 
After adding a PDU to your project, it will automatically be added to the 
Cloud platform. You can remotely detect a device failure in the installation of 
one of your clients and simply give a power cycle to a device. The problem is 
solved in a few seconds, no need to contact your clients.  

GUDE’s expert Power Control PDUs 
The power distribution units (PDUs) from GUDE are power strips that can 
be installed in larger AV cabinets, often 19-inch racks, either horizontally or 
vertically. A PDU distributes power to various loads, such as servers and 
switches, and can have different types of device connectors: The most 
common are IEC C13, IEC C19 and grounding-type sockets. 

About GUDE 
GUDE has been a manufacturer of reliable power and monitoring solutions for over 
30 years. It’s a family-owned company that takes pride in creating quality products 
that optimize and expand infrastructures such as those found in networks, servers, 
and media racks. “Our solutions are designed and manufactured in Germany to 
meet customers’ quality requirements for AV and IT infrastructure performance,” 
says Philipp Gude. The company philosophy is built into its mission statement: “Our 
guiding principle: To delight customers and save time integrating products for AV 
and IT professionals. We build products that benefit AV and IT experts with less 
downtime, fast and easy integration, and increased operational reliability.”
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